It has been brought to my attention that two terms were not defined correctly. The necessary changes will be made in Definitions 2, 3, and 6 and this will require a slight modification in the statement of Theorem 3. However, the content of Theorem 3 will not be changed. The proof of Theorem 3 is as stated in the paper. We now define §ß. Definition 6. (i) Sß = {« lower semicontinuous super-solution on Q).
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(ii) S¿ = LQ n {zz; u is SMV}. (iii) %q = LQ n {w; for each cylinder IF, W <z Q, and t> < iz on dpW, v < zz on IF}.
NEIL EKLUND (iv) §£' = LQ n {u; u is LSMV).
It may be of interest to the reader to state the counterexample to Theorem 3 using Definition 3 in the original article. It was sent to me by Dr. Filippo Chiarenza of the University of Catania, Italy. Consider Lu = u, -uxx in Q = (-1, 1) X (0, 1) and let u{x, t) = x2 + 2t -1. Then Lu = 0 in Q. Now let {uk(x, t)} be defined by k ikt(x2 + 2t-l) + l/k, 0<t<l/k, \x2 + 2t -1 + l/k, l/k < t < 1.
